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ABSTRACT 
 
In this study the enhancement of heat transfer from a horizontal rectangular fin subjected to natural 
convection provided with lateral hexagonal perforations is investigated using one dimensional finite 
element technique. The orientation of these perforations is described as they have two sides parallel 
to the base and tip of the fin. The perforated fin is compared with its equivalent solid one. The 
parameters considered are geometrical dimensions and thermal properties of the fin and these of 
the perforations. This study involves enhanced heat transfer surfaces that provide increased 
turbulence and a better flow distribution. Also, it considered the gain in fin area and of heat transfer 
coefficients due to perforations. From this study and for certain values of hexagonal dimension and 
spaces between perforations, it is found that there is an augmentation in heat transfer dissipation of 
the perforated fin over than that of the equivalent solid one. Moreover, the heat transfer 
enhancement of the perforated fin increases as the thickness and thermal conductivity of the fin are 
increased. 
 

 
Keywords: Finite element; perforated fin; lateral hexagonal perforation; heat dissipation; heat transfer 

augmentation; natural convection. 
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NOMENCLATURES 
 
A : Cross sectional area of the solid fin m2  
Ac : Cross sectional area of the lateral hexagonal perforation m2 
Ae : Cross sectional area of the element which is perpendicular to the x axe m2 
Bi : Biot number  
b : Lateral hexagonal perforation dimension m 
h : Overall heat transfer coefficient by natural convection for the fin surface W/m2.oC 
k : Thermal conductivity of the fin material W/m.oC 
L : Fin length m 
l : Unit vector 
Lc : Characteristic length m 
Le : Fin length m 
Ne : Number of finite element of the whole symmetry part of the perforated fin 
Nf         : Number of finite element of straight parts of the symmetry part of the perforated fin (regions A 

and D) 
Nn : Number of finite element nodes of the whole symmetry part of the perforated fin 
Nt        : Number of finite element of tapered straight parts of the symmetry part of the perforated fin 

(regions B and C) 
Nx : Number of perforations in x direction 
Ny : Number of perforations in y direction 
Nu : Average Nusselt number under natural convection for the fin surface 
Nuc : Average Nusselt number of the inner lining perforation surface  
OA : Open area of the perforated surface of the perforated fin  
Ra : Rayleigh number of the fin surface 
RaC : Rayleigh number of the perforation inner lining surface 
ROA : Ratio of open area 
OAmax : Maximum open area of the perforated surface of the perforated fin 
RQF : Ratio of heat transfer dissipation rate of perforated fin to that of non-perforated one 
RWF : Ratio of the perforated fin weight to that of the non-perforated one. 
S : Distance between perforation (Perforation spacing) m 
T : Temperature oC 
t : Fin thickness m 
Ve : Volume of the finite element m3 
W : Fin width m 
 
SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS 
 
b : Base of the fin 
e : Finite Element 
l : Lower surface of the fin 
max : maximum 
pc : Perforation inner surface (within the perforation) 
pf : Perforated  fin 
ps : Remaining solid portion of the  perforated fin 
sf : Solid fin (non-perforated one) 
ss : Solid surface 
s : Side 
t : Fin tip 
u : Upper surface of fin 
x : Longitudinal direction or coordinate  
y : Lateral (Transverse) direction with the fin width or coordinate  
z : Lateral (Transverse) direction with the fin thickness or coordinate  
∞  : Ambient 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
  
The quick heat removal from heated surfaces 
and devices is very important and it becomes an 
important duty in the design of thermal 
applications. Developments of thermal systems 
as heat exchangers require efficient techniques 
to remove large amounts of heat between 
extended surfaces and the ambient fluid. 
Understanding the heat transfer and flow 
mechanisms provides the necessary knowledge 
that may leads to maximum thermal performance 
of high efficiency heat exchangers. In typical 
applications of air to fluid heat exchangers, the 
dominant resistance is on the air-side [1]. 
Therefore, improving the heat transfer on the air-
side heat transfer is required by the growing 
demand of high efficiency heat transfer systems. 
Enhanced heat transfer surfaces can be 
designed through a combination of factors that 
include:- 1- Increasing fluid flow turbulence. 2- 
Generating secondary fluid flow patterns. 3- 
Reducing the thermal boundary layer thickness 
and 4- Increasing the heat transfer surface area 
[1]. 
 
The studies of augmentation or enhancement of 
heat transfer aims and seeks to increase heat 
transfer performance. The heat transfer 
augmentation is very important subject in heat 
exchangers and other thermal applications. 
There are many techniques which are available 
for augmentation of heat transfer under natural or 
forced convection. Those techniques may be 
passive methods which require no direct 
application of external power or active methods 
which require external power. The methods of 
heat transfer augmentation can be classified into 
three types, based on whether the enhancement 
is caused by either the heat transfer surface 
(surface methods), or the working fluid (fluid 
methods), or a combination of the two (combined 
methods). Surface methods include any 
techniques which directly involve the heat 
exchange surface. The primary mechanisms for 
thinning the boundary layer are increased free 
stream velocity and turbulent mixing. Secondary 
recirculation flows can further enhance the 
convective heat transfer. Flows from the core to 
the wall reduce the thickness of the boundary 
layer in the wash of the flow, and secondary 
flows from the wall to the core promote mixing. 
Flow separation and reattachment within the flow 
channel also contribute to heat transfer 
enhancement [2]. The augmentation of heat 
transfer can be achieved by increasing one or 
more of the following: 1- The heat transfer 

coefficients, 2- The heat transfer surface areas 
[3,4]. In most cases, the area of heat transfer is 
increased by utilizing extended surfaces (fins) 
[5]. Fins as heat transfer enhancement devices 
have been widely in used. As the fins knowledge 
continues to develop, new designs come out 
including fins made of porous media, interrupted 
and perforated plates [2,3,4,5]. As the 
lightweight, compact, and economical fins are 
preferable then the optimization of the fin size is 
of great importance. So, the fins should be 
designed and fabricated in a manner that can 
produce a maximum heat removal with minimum 
fin material consumption. However, the ease of 
manufacturing of the fin shape should be taken 
into account [2,6]. Large number of studies has 
been conducted on optimizing fin shapes. Other 
studies have introduced shape modifications by 
cutting some material from fins to make cavities, 
holes, slots, grooves, or channels through the fin 
body to increase the heat transfer surface area,  
to increase the heat transfer coefficient or to 
increase the both [2,3 and 6]. The rough surfaces 
can be used to increase heat transfer as one 
type of the popular heat transfer augmentation 
techniques. The surface roughness aims at 
promoting surface turbulence that is intended 
mainly to increase the heat transfer coefficient 
rather than the surface area [2,3]. For the free 
convection from machined or formed rough 
surfaces with air it concluded that increases in 
heat transfer coefficient up to 100% [2]. The 
interrupted and perforated fins attributing the 
improvement to the restarting of the thermal 
boundary layer after each interruption indicating 
that the increase in convection coefficient is even 
more than enough to offsets lost area, if any [3]. 
Perforated plates and fins represent an example 
of surface interruption and are widely used in 
different heat exchanger, film cooling, and solar 
collector applications [2,3,7]. The heat transfer 
augmentation and friction loss performances of 
plate-perforated rectangular fin surfaces in a 
conductive-convective heat transfer system are 
studied. The effects of the fins having different 
perforation geometries on the heat exchanger 
performance are determined, and performance 
comparison of the plate-perforated fin heat 
exchangers relative to a reference exchanger 
having plate-non perforated fin surfaces is 
included. It is found that under certain 
circumstances the perforation will produce 
substantial improvement in heat transfer without 
introducing pronounced form drag. The slotted 
fins are seen to be the high-performance 
extended surfaces. Raaid R. Jassem [8] 
investigates experimentally the improvements of 
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extended surfaces by perforations. He studied 
enhancement of the heat transfer by natural 
convection in a rectangular perforated fin plates. 
The results show that the triangular perforation 
gives best values of heat transfer coefficient and 
then the circular, square, hexagonal, and non-
perforation, respectively. R. B. Gurav et al. [9] 
examine heat transfer augmentation from a fin 
embedded with elliptical perforation under natural 
convection compared to the equivalent solid fin. 
The parameters considered were geometrical 
dimensions and thermal properties of the fin and 
that of the perforations. This study shows that the 
heat dissipation from the perforated fin results in 
improved heat transfer over the equivalent solid 
fin. Rupali V. et al. [10], examine the heat 
transfer augmentation from horizontal 
rectangular fins with circular perforations under 
natural convection compared with solid fins. The 
study showed that as perforations increases heat 
transfer rate also increases. Heat transfer 
enhancement of the perforated fin increases with 
increase in fin thickness. 

 
This study aims mainly at examining the extent of 
heat transfer enhancement from a horizontal 
rectangular fin under natural convection as a 
result of introducing surface modification to the 
fin. The modification in this work is a lateral 
vertical equilateral hexagonal perforation made 
through the fin body in the direction of its 
thickness (in z direction). The study investigates 
the effects of perforations on heat transfer 
dissipation rate of the fin. Furthermore, the 
performance of the modified perforated fin is 
compared to the corresponding solid (non-
perforated) fin. In particular, the study eventually 
attempts to make the best use of the material 
and size of a given fin, which involves some sort 
of optimization (maximization). 

 
2. ASSUMPTIONS FOR ANALYSIS 

 
Generally the classical treatment of fins assumes 
one-dimensional heat conduction. This is valid 
when the Biot number is very small (i.e, Bi < 
0.01) [11,12]. The perforated fin with hexagonal 
perforations which is considered in this study is 
shown in Fig. 1. In this fin, the conduction heat 
transfer is dominant in x direction. However, the 
values of (Biy) and (Biz) are less than 0.01, then 
the heat transfer in (y) and (z) directions can be 
assumed lumped and one dimensional heat 
transfer solution can be considered. Fig. 2 shows 
the symmetry part considered for heat transfer 
analysis (shown hatched). For this part the 

transverse Biot number in or along the y-axis 
(Biy) can be calculated as: 

 

 
K
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And the Biot number in or along the z-axis (Biz) 
can be calculated as: 

 

 
2K

t.h
 = Bi ps

z                                        (2) 

 
If the values of (Biy) and (Biz) greater than 0.01 
then the heat transfer solution must be in two or 
three dimensions. According to the above Biot 
numbers which are a constraints for the one 
dimensional solution discussion, then the 
forgoing analysis is based on the following 
assumptions: 
 

1.  Steady state and one-dimensional heat 
conduction. 

2.  Homogeneous fin material with constant 
thermal conductivity. 

3.  Uniform base and ambient temperatures. 
4.  Uniform heat transfer coefficient overall the 

whole fin solid surface (perforated or solid). 
5.  Uniform heat transfer coefficient within the 

perforation. 
 

3. HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS 
 
According to the previous assumptions, the 
conduction heat transfer equation of the 
perforated fin can be stated as below [13,14]. 

 

0
2dx

T2d
k =                                     (3) 

 
According to the Figs. 1, 2 and 3, the associated 
boundary conditions of the symmetry part 
considered for heat transfer analysis of the fin 
are: 

 
1- At the base surface (x = 0)   
 

bT  T =                                                (4) 
 

2- At the perforated surfaces and the tip of the fin 
 

0)T-(TAh)T(TAh)T(TAh
dx

dT
k.A tttpcpcpspsxe =+−+∞−+ ∞∞l

(5) 
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In this study, the energy equation shown in (1) is 
solved numerically utilizing one dimensional 
finite-element technique. The corresponding 
variational statement as it is described in [13,14] 
has the following form: 

 

∫∫ −+∫∫ ∞−

+∫∫∫ ∫∫ ∞−+=

∞

t

tt

pc

pcpc

ps

psps

A
dA)TT(T

t
h
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2
1

Ve A
dA2)T(Th

2
1

dV2)
dx
dT

k(
2
1

n
I

(6) 
 

The variational approach in matrix notation [13] is 
used in formulating the algebraic equations of the 
problem of this perforated fin. The formulation of 
these equations can be found in details in 
[13,14]. The perforated fin elements and body 
discretization of the symmetry part are shown in 
Figs. 2 and 3. As shown in Fig. 3, surrounding 
each semi-perforation there are four regions 
labeled A, B, C and D. These regions which 
repeat themselves along x direction around each 
perforation are considered in formulating the 
discretization mesh and finite element equations. 
The regions A and D are divided into Nf elements 
each, while the regions B and C are divided into 
Nt elements each. The perforated fin length and 
width can be computed by the following 
equations: 

 

6)) / Cos(.b2(2SNL xx π+=       (7) 

b)6)/Sin(.b2(2SNW yy ++= π                (8) 

 
To compare the perforated fin with the solid one, 
their dimensions (length, width, and thickness) 
are considered the same. The solid and 
perforated fin heat transfer surfaces can be 
computed by the following equations: 
 

 (9) 
 

 (10) 
 

The total number of elements Ne and the total 
number of nodes Nn are expressed as: 

 

                         
 

  

     
 

  
 
The results of this solution are the temperature 
distribution of the perforated fin along its length 
direction (along x axe). As the temperature 
distribution of the perforated fin along its length is 
obtained, then the heat dissipation rate (Qpf)             
can be calculated by the following expression 
[14]:  
 

(15) 
 

Where Qt and Qs are the heat dissipation from 
the tip and the two sides of the perforated fin, 
and can be calculated by the following 
expressions: 

 

(17) 
 

The previous equations are described in full 
details in [14]. The theoretical maximum heat 
dissipation of the fin is obtained when the 
temperature of the whole fin body equals the fin 
base temperature (isothermal fin). It can be 
computed by the following expression: 

 

)T)(ThAhA

hANNh(AQ

bsstt

pcpcyxpspsmaxpf,

∞−+

++=
             

(18) 

 
The fin efficiency is defined as the ratio of             
the heat transfer from the fin in its actual 
temperature distribution to its maximum heat 
transfer. Consequently, the fin efficiency is 
expressed as: 
 

maxpf,pfpf /QQη =
                      

(19) 

 
In order to compare performance of the 
perforated fin with that of the solid (non-
perforated) one of the same dimensions, the 
following equations of the solid fin consider 
convection heat transfer from its tip as described 
in [15] are used. 

(11) 

    (12) 

(13) 

 (14) 

(16) 
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Sinh(m.L) /(m.k))(hCosh(m.L)
Cosh(m.L) /(m.k))(hSinh(m.L)
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t

t
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+
+
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(20) 

Where m is defined as  
 

A.k
P.h

m sf=
                                     

(21) 

 
Where Qsf is the heat dissipation rate of the solid 
fin. The ratio of the heat dissipation of the 
perforated fin to that of the solid one (RQF) is 
introduced and given by: 
 

sfpf Q/ QRQF =
                     

(22) 

 
Fig. 1 shows the fin with lateral hexagonal 
perforations, which is investigated in this study. 
In particular, it is solved numerically utilizing the 
finite-element technique as it is described in [13]. 
The dissipation heat from sold or perforated fin 
depends on the fin temperature distribution, 
surface areas and heat transfer coefficients. For 
the solid fin, the three aspects are established. 
The average value of (hsf) in natural convection 
is given by the following expression [16]:         

  

2W) W/(2L.LL where

L / k .Nu   h

c

cairsf

+=
=

   

(23) 

 
 

Fig. 1. The geometrical details of the perforated fin with lateral hexagonal perforations 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. The symmetrical hatched part used in the mathematical formulation of the perforated fin 
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Fig. 3. Expanded symmetrical part with the four regions A, B, C and D considered in the 
mathematical formulation (1, 2, 3,.... numbers of the linear finite elements) 

 
The average Nusselt number, Nu, is given as [16]: 
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For the perforated and non-perforated fins that 
are considered in this study, the fin tip is a 
vertical surface for which the Nusselt number is 
given as [16]: 
 

 

 

 

2t) t /(2L. LL where

L / k . Nu  h

c

cairtt

+=
=

       

(28) 

 
For the examined perforated fin there are three 
different heat transfer coefficients. The first one 
is the heat transfer coefficient of the remaining 
solid portion of the perforated surfaces (hps) 
which can be found out using the following 
expression [4]: 

max

ssps

OA/OAROA

ROA).h 0.75  (1  h

=

+=

                   

(29) 

 
The second one is the heat transfer coefficient 
within the perforation (hpc) where its associated 
Nusselt number (Nuc) is given as in the following 
[16]: 
 

1.5-1/
1.5-)0.25(0.62Ra

1.5-

15.05

Ra
Nu c

c
c














+







=

(30) 
 
Thirdly, the heat transfer coefficient at fin tip (ht), 
such that the related Nusselt number (Nut) of this 
coefficient is governed by equation (28). To 
evaluate the enhancement of the heat dissipation 
rate due to fin perforation, the performance of the 
perforated fin is compared with that of the 
equivalent solid one. This comparison can be 
achieved by considering the ratio of heat 

(27) 
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dissipation of the perforated fin to that of the solid 
one (RQF) which can be computed by equation 
(22). The heat dissipation of the solid fin (Qsf) is 
computed according to the exact solution 
equation (20) [15]. The weight of the perforated 
fin is compared with that of the non-perforated 
one by using the weight ratio (RWF) which is 
given by: 
 

L.W

/3)Sin(b.N.N3
1

/WWRWF
2

yx

sfpf

π
-       =

=

(31) 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  
Comparing the heat dissipation by the perforated 
fin with that of its solid counterpart is the best 
means to evaluate the improvement or 
worsening of heat transfer brought by introducing 
the perforations. Hence, It is assumed that both 
fins have the same dimensions (the fin length is 
L= 50 mm and its width is W= 200 mm), same 
thermal conductivity, same base and ambient 
temperatures (100°C and 20°C) respectively.  
 
4.1 Temperature Distribution Patterns, 

T(x)  
 
The temperature distribution along the perforated 
fin, Tpf (x), is examined in terms of perforation 
parameters and fin thickness and plotted in             
Fig. 4. The perforation spacing Sx = Sy = 1 mm. 
The temperature distribution along the fin 
determines the fin performance. Higher fin 
temperatures means high fin efficiency and 
effectiveness. The higher fin temperatures exist 
as the fin low thermal resistance exist. As 
pointed out from  Fig. 4, it is observable that the 
temperature distribution patterns show non 
uniform curves caused by perforations. The 
perforations produce a variations in cross 
sectional area in the direction of the fin length 
and then lead to a dissimilarity in the fin thermal 
resistance. The result of variation of cross 
sectional area on the fin thermal resistance due 
to perforation decreases as the thermal 
conductivity increases. This is easily can be 
shown from Fig. 4 as the temperature distribution 
curves become more uniform. To compare the 
temperature distribution of the perforated fin with 
that of the conventional (solid) one, the 
temperature difference distribution of the solid fin 
and the perforated fin (Tsf(x) – Tpf (x)) is plotted in 
Fig. 5. As shown in this figure it is obvious that 
the temperatures along the solid (non-perforated) 

fin are always higher than those of the perforated 
one. This is because the thermal conduction 
resistance of the perforated fin is always higher 
than that of the corresponding non-perforated 
one. As the thermal conductivity increases the 
difference (Tsf(x) – Tpf (x)) decreases. (Figs. 4 
and 5) show that the temperature difference 
(temperature drop) between the fin base and tip 
increases as the lateral hexagonal perforation 
dimension is increased. This is due to the fact 
that, the perforated fin thermal resistance will 
increase as the perforation dimension (b) is 
increased. According to the temperature 
distribution patterns, it is advised (recommended) 
to apply small perforation as possible. Moreover, 
it can be recognized from the temperature 
distribution that the fin temperatures increase as 
the fin thickness is increased. This is basically 
clarified by the fact that the thermal resistance of 
the perforated fin decreases as the fin thickness 
is increased. Consequently, from the viewpoint of 
the temperature distribution patterns, it is 
recommended to use large fin thicknesses as 
possible. This finding has a good agreement with 
the results that are reported by Raaid R. Jassem 
[8].     
 
4.2 Ratio of Heat Dissipation Rate (RQF) 
  
The ratio of heat dissipation rate from the 
perforated fin to that of the corresponding solid 
one (RQF) is investigated (studied) in terms of 
perforation dimension (b). This investigation is 
accomplished for many values of fin thickness (t 
= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 mm) and for thermal conductivity of 
the values (k = 100, 200, 300, 400 W/m.°C). Fig. 
6 shows the alterations of (RQF) as a function in 
the perforation dimension (b) for various values 
of (k) ranging from 100 to 400 [W/m.°C] and for 
fin thicknesses of 1, 3 and 5 mm. The alterations 
of (R QF) in relation with (b) at different values of 
(k) showed a regular trend of increasing to a 
maximum value then it declines. This style of 
variation can be explicated by taking into 
consideration that the combined effects of 
changing in fin heat transfer surface area and 
heat transfer coefficients due to perforations. In 
addition, Fig. 6 shows that (RQF) has an evident 
relationship with the perforation dimension (b). 
The hexagonal perforation dimension at which 
(RQF) ratio has its utmost value is referred to as 
the optimum (best) perforation dimension which 
is symbolized as (bo). Furthermore, it can be 
notified that the fin thermal conductivity has a 
slightly impact on the optimum perforation 
dimension (bo). Fig. 7 presents the variation of 
optimum perforation dimension (bo) under the 
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range of thermal conductivity of (k = 100 to 400 
W/m oC) and for different values of fin thickness 
ranges from 1 to 5 mm. It is clear that the fin 
thickness has a dominant influence on (bo) in 

comparing with that of fin thermal conductivity 
(k). This indicates that the geometrical influence 
is much more than that of the thermo-physical 
properties of the fin material. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Temperature distribution along the perforated fin length with variable fin thickness, 
perforation dimension and thermal conductivity (Sx = Sy = 1 mm) 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Temperature difference distribution along the perforated fin length with variable fin 
thickness, perforation dimension and thermal conductivity (Sx = Sy = 1 mm) 
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Fig. 6. The relation of ratio of heat dissipation rate (RQF) with perforation dimension under 
variable fin thickness and thermal conductivity 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Variation of the optimum perforation dimension (bo) as a function of the fin thermal 
conductivity under variable fin thickness 
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4.3 Longitudinal Spacing (Sx) Effect on 
RQF 

 
The effect of spacing (Sx) on the heat dissipation 
ratio (RQF) is explained in Fig. 8. This figure 
indicates that at any t, the (RQF) has an 
inversely relation with (Sx). Fundamentally, this 
behavior is due to the fact that increasing of (Sx) 
means smaller number of perforations, which 
means lack of the element that causes heat 
transfer enhancement. Consequently, it is 
preferable to minimize the spacing (Sx) as 
possible to have high rate of heat transfer 
augmentation. 
 
4.4 Effect of Lateral Spacing (Sy) on RQF 

  
The influence of lateral spacing (Sy) on the 
perforated fin performance is investigated. This 
investigation depend upon the relation between 
the heat dissipation ratio (RQF) with the lateral 
spacing (Sy). The variation of (RQF) with (Sy) is 
studied for various values of the fin thickness and 
its thermal conductivity and represented as 
shown in Fig. 9. It is apparent from this figure 
that (RQF) has a severe increase under low 

values of (Sy) then tends to decline thereafter. 
This can be explained as, with low values of (Sy) 
then there is more perforations and less solid 
material, which increase the fin thermal 
resistance. This cause in a reduction in (RQF). 
Moreover, as the lateral spacing (Sy) increases, 
then there is more solid material which leads to 
decrease in the fin thermal resistance which 
cause an enlargement in (RQF). At the same 
time, as the lateral spacing (Sy) increases, then 
there is a little of perforations which leads to 
decrease the source of heat transfer 
augmentation and then to a reduction in (RQF). 
From the above explanation, it can be said that 
the inconsistent effects of fin thermal resistance 
and number of perforation are responsible for 
this style of fin thermal behavior. Fig. 9 shows 
that (RQF) rigorously depends on the spacing 
(Sy). It is obviously that there is an optimum 
(best) value of the spacing which is symbolized 
as (Syo) at which (RQF) has it maximum                
value. The values of (Syo) depend on the fin 
thickness and its thermal conductivity as shown 
in Fig. 10. This figure shows that (Syo) decreases 
as fin thermal conductivity and its thickness 
increase.  

  

 
 
Fig. 8. Variation of ratio of heat dissipation rate (RQF) with longitudinal spacing Sx for variable 

fin thickness and thermal conductivity 
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Fig. 9. Relation of ratio of heat dissipation rate (RQF) with lateral spacing (Sy) with variable fin 

thermal conductivity and thickness 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Variation of optimum lateral spacing (Syo) with thermal conductivity (k) for variable fin 
thickness 
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the optimum perforation dimension (bo) and 
optimum lateral spacing (Syo). These relations 

are plotted in Figs. 11 and 12. It can be 
illustrated that by means of perforations in fins it 
is possible to enhance heat dissipation rate and 
decrease the fin weight, which means lowering of 
the fin material expenditure. Also, the increase of 
fin thickness and its thermal conductivity grants a 
suitable opportunity for an improvement in the 
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weight. Again, these findings has a good 
agreement with the experimentally results that 

are reported by Raaid R. Jassem [8] and 
Wadhah Hussein Abdul Razzaq Al- Doori [17]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. Variation of ratio of heat dissipation rate (RQF) with thermal conductivity (k) at 
optimum perforation dimension (bo and Syo) 

 

 
 
Fig. 12. Relation of fin weight ratio (RWF) with thermal conductivity (k) at optimum perforation 

dimension (bo and Syo) 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In the light of the above analysis, it is possible to 
draw the following conclusions.  
 

1-  For certain values of lateral hexagonal 
perforation dimensions, the perforated fin 
improves heat transfer rate, such that the 
magnitude of augmentation is proportional 
to the thickness and thermal conductivity of 
the perforated fin. 

2-  The magnitude of the heat dissipation rate 
improvement for perforated fins is strongly 
depends on the perforation geometry and 
the fin thermo-physical properties. 

3-  The achievement in heat dissipation rate 
for the perforated fin is rigorously related to 
the perforation dimension and lateral 
spacing. This relation attains a maximum 
value at certain values of perforation 
dimension and lateral spacing. These 
values are called the optimum perforation 
dimension (bo), and the optimum lateral 
spacing (Syo) respectively. 

4-  The perforation processes enhance fin 
heat dissipation rate and reduce its weight. 
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